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Background
 Angling is a culturally and
economically significant activity in
England
 The Environment Agency (EA) has a
number of duties relating to angling
and fisheries
 A good understanding of the value
of angling is valuable to EA, its NGO
partners, and others
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Objectives
Objective 1:
 Estimate annual expenditure on
freshwater angling and the
employment and business impacts.

Objective 2:
 Estimate value to anglers of
marginal changes in key variables
of fishery quality, e.g. quantity
and quality of fish present.
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Methodology
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Overview of approach
Baseline & policy
scenarios
Revealed Preference
(RP)
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Combined SP-RP
model

Input

Stated Preference
(SP)

Calculations

No. of angling trips
Site revenue
Consumer surplus

Outputs

We combined SP and RP data to obtain ‘use values’ for changes in any
attribute at any site in England for which we had data.

Scope
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Model structure
How many trips?

Participation model: Number of trips is a
function of angler characteristics and the
quality of available sites

‘Inclusive value’: the expected consumer
surplus for an angler on a choice occasion

How good are the
available site choices?
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Site choice model: Choice of site is a function
of site characteristics, angler characteristics,
and distance from home to site
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Research process
Set up &
design
Literature review
Attributes & levels
Survey designs
Experimental designs
Data assembly
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RP /
Expenditure
Survey
Pilot -> Main
10,000 online +
500 telephone

SP Survey
Pilot -> Main
2,974 online +
250 telephone

Analysis &
reporting
RP & SP econometric
models
Simulator tool
Final report
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What to value?

Cost, Distance
Environment,
Litter, Pollution,
Plants & wildlife

Fish species, Size,
Abundance,
Methods
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Accessibility,
Parking, Toilets,
Safety, Crime

Value of
an angling
trip

Crowding,
Disturbance, Pegs

▪ A list of attributes
was identified to
characterise the
value of an angling
trip, based on
literature review, and
discussions with EA
and angling experts.
▪ Cost and Distance
are the ‘payment
vehicles’ for
valuation
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SP Design Overview
▪ SP1 asked for choices between
hypothetical sites based on a real
‘base trip’.

SP1

SP2

Site choice
experiment

MaxDiff
exercise

▪ SP2 asked which feature would be
most and least important when
choosing where to go.
▪ Both included common attributes
to allow linking.

Common attributes:
fish size and fish abundance
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▪ SP1 included distance to allow for
linking to RP
12
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Data
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RP Data
Angler survey
 10,293 licensed anglers in England,
including home location, age, gender,
licence type and fishing licence type.
 21,845 visit records, including
locations and water body type.
Fisheries/water quality data
 FishingInfo.co.uk: rich source of data
on 4,634 fishing sites (but incomplete)
 WFD classification: water quality
variables for EA-defined water bodies
(mainly rivers)
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Mapping visits to site data
 Visited sites matched to closest FI site of
same water body type within 1000m.
 Unmatched sites treated as ‘clusters’ or
isolated sites.
FI only sites
FI-WFD sites
Cluster centres
Isolated sites
Total

Total sites
3,070
1,564
880
8,587
14,148

Visit records
6,153
3,010
4,095
8,587
21,845

➢ Site data proved to be more limited than
ideal, with only 42% visits matched.
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SP Data
 Sample of 3,224 SP interviews weighted to
represent the licence holder database by:

A large and nationally
representative sample of
fishing trips was achieved
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•
•
•
•

Age
Gender
Licence type (Trout/coarse vs Salmon/sea trout)
Licence duration (annual vs short-term)

 Weighted SP dataset of base trips matched closely
to the RP survey by:
•
•
•
•
•

Water body type
Species fished for
Average distance travelled
RBD origins and destinations
Average trip cost
16
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Key Findings
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Impacts on numbers of visits
Changes in the type of fishery, and
increases in fish size and abundance all
predicted to cause substantial switching
of visits to the site, and the generation
of new visits

NB: switching from Coarse to Game or
Mixed increases visits even though
there are more Coarse anglers. This is
due to the relative scarcity of fisheries
offering game fishing.
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Average change in number of visits
(as % of baseline number)
Type of change
Type of fishery

Switched
visits

New visits

Total

Coarse to Game

66

4

70

Coarse to Mixed

130

8

138

Small to Medium

146

9

155

Medium to Large

104

6

110

Low to Medium

331

18

349

Medium to High

31

2

33

Fish size

Fish quantity
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Impacts on consumer surplus
Average change in consumer surplus
(per baseline visit)

Impacts on consumer surplus are largest
(per baseline visit) for increases in fish
quantity from Low to Medium.

Type of change
Type of fishery

Central

95% confidence interval

Coarse to Game

£5.02

(£4.85, £5.19)

Coarse to Mixed

£9.58

(£9.26, £9.91)

Small to Medium

£10.63

(£10.27, £10.99)

Medium to Large

£7.76

(£7.50, £8.02)

Low to Medium

£22.27

(£21.52, £23.02)

Medium to High

£2.43

(£2.35, £2.51)

Fish size

Fish quantity
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Further findings on consumer surplus impacts
Availability of fishing spots &/or pegs at site
No visible pollution
A beautiful or attractive environment
Disturbance from other site users (e.g. boating or cycling)
Litter
Diversity of plants, birds and other animals
Free car park, with no time limits
Footpaths for easy access to fishing spot
Number of other anglers
Crime rate
Public toilet
All legal fishing methods permitted
Environment is safe for children
Free car park, with max stay of 3 hours
Good hatches of fly life
(Limited) catch can be taken away, rather than catch and release
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Conclusions
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Discussion and Conclusions
 Study provides economic value estimates
based on a large scale national study.
 SP results perform well against validity
criteria and are calibrated to real-world
angler choices.
 However:
▪ RP site data was incomplete
▪ RP model was more restrictive than
ideal due to computational feasibility.
 Nevertheless,
the results and the
accompanying simulator tool should be a
valuable resource for policy makers and
stakeholders interested in the economic
value of freshwater angling.
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Appendix
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SP1 Choice Card Example
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SP1 Attributes and Levels
Attributes
Water type
Fish species

Size of fish

Quantity of fish

Method
Distance from home
Cost of a day’s fishing
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Levels
River, Stillwater, Canal
Trout (Wild)
Trout (Stocked)
Grayling
Salmon/sea trout
Mixed coarse fish
Predators (pike/perch/zander)
Barbel
Carp
Catfish (Stocked)
Small
Medium
Large (specimen)
Low abundance
Medium abundance
High abundance
Fly fishing only
Multi-method
1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 50, 100, 200, 300 miles
None, £5, £10, £15, £20, £25, £30, £40, £50, £60, £75, £100, £125, £150, £200 and £250
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SP2 Choice Card Example
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SP2 Attribute Descriptions
Attribute
Abundance
Size
Litter
Pollution
Pegs
Crowding
Disturbance
Accessibility
Limited Parking
Unlimited Parking
Toilets
Plants and wildlife
Methods
Flies
Take
Safety
Crime
Environment
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Description
High abundance of target species – exceptional catches common
Large (specimen) fish present
Site is free of litter
No visible pollution
Good availability of fishing spots &/or pegs at site
Very few other anglers
Lack of disturbance from other site users (e.g. boating or cycling)
Good footpaths for easy access to fishing spot
Free car park available near the water, with max stay of 3 hours
Free car park available near the water, with no time limits
Public toilet available at or near site
Diversity of plants, birds and other animals
All legal fishing methods permitted, i.e. no restrictions.
Good hatches for fly life
(Limited) catch can be taken away, rather than catch and release
Environment is safe for children
A very low crime rate
A beautiful or attractive environment
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